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SRH dent RCB's chance to get top-two
finish with upset four-run win
ABU DHABI, Oct 6:
Royal Challengers Bangalore
made a mess of their run chase as
bottom-placed
Sunrisers
Hyderabad dented their hopes of a
top-two finish with a narrow fourrun win in a last-over IPL thriller,
here today.
After putting on board a modest 141 for 7, SRH returned to
limit RCB to 137 for six for only
their third win in the league.
Chasing the total, Devdutt
Padikkal (41) and Glenn Maxwell
(40) scored bulk of the runs but
RCB kept losing wickets and faltered in the end.
Defending 18 off last two
overs, Jason Holder bowled a
superb over, giving away just five
runs for one wicket.
AB de Villiers smashed a six in
the fourth ball of the final over
bowled by Bhuvneshwar Kumar
but couldn't take the team home as
the South African could not pull
off a six the team needed in the last
ball.
Earlier, opener Jason Roy (44)
shared a 58-ball 70 run stand with
skipper Kane Williamson (31) to
set the platform but SRH lost three
quick wickets for two runs in
seven balls to eventually end up
with a below-par total.
RCB were dealt an early blow
in their chase when Bhuvneshwar
trapped Virat Kohli in the first
over.
The decision to promote
Daniel Christian at number 3 also
didn't work as he was deceived by
a slower delivery by Siddarth
Kaul.
At 18 for 2, Srikar Bharat
joined hands with Devdutt
Padikkal and produced two handsome shots for a six and a four to
take RCB to 37 for 2 in six overs.
New pace sensation Umran

TODAY’S FIXTURE
CSK v/s Punjab Kings at 3.30 PM (Dubai)
KKR v/s Rajasthan Royals at 7:30 PM (Sharjah)

Galaxy FC qualifies for final round of Super Div Football League

J&K Bank XI, Downtown Heroes
script wins in Khyber League
Excelsior Sports Correspondent

SRINAGAR, Oct 6: Galaxy
FC will lock horns with Jhelum
FC in the finals of Super Division
Sunrisers Hyderabad:
Jason Roy
c & b Christian
44 Annual Football League, being
Abhishek Sharma
c Maxwell b Garton
13 played on Synthetic Turf TRC,
Kane Williamson
b Patel
31 here.
In the 2nd semi-finals match of
Priyam Garg
c de Villiers b Christian
15
the ongoing league played
Abdul Samad
lbw b Chahal
1
Wriddhiman Saha
c de Villiers b Patel
10 between Galaxy FC & Real
Jason Holder
c Chirstian b Patel
16 Kashmir U-18, the former defeated the latter. Both the teams made
Rashid Khan
not out
7
attacks in the first half, but they
Extras
(NB-1, WD-3)
4
couldn't score any goal and the
Total (For 7 wickets in 20 overs)
141
first half remained goalless.
Fall of wickets: 1-14, 2-84, 3-105, 4-107, 5-107, 6-124, 7-141.
In the 2nd half Galaxy FC
Bowling: Mohammed Siraj 3-0-17-0, George Garton 2-0-29-1, players geared up and made freShahbaz Ahmed 4-0-21-0, Harshal Patel 4-0-33-3, Yuzvendra quent attacks on the opposite goal
Chahal 4-0-27-1, Dan Christian 3-0-14-2.
post and secured a goal in the 43rd
Royal Challengers Bangalore
minute through Shizan while the
Virat Kohli
(c) lbw b Bhuvneshwar
5
young Turks of Real Kashmir FC
Devdutt Padikkal
c A Samad b Rashid Khan
41 consolidated their position and
made some good moves but could
Daniel Christian
c Williamson b S Kaul
1
Srikar Bharat (wk)
c W Saha b Umran Malik
12 not score due to poor finish. In the
Glenn Maxwell
run out (Williamson)
40 58th minute, Shizan scored 2nd
AB de Villiers
not out
19 goal for Galaxy FC. The tournaShahbaz Ahmed
c Williamson b Holder
14 ment is being organized by J &K
Football Association in collaboraGeorge Garton
not out
2
tion with J&K Sports Council.
Extras:
(lb 1, w 2,)
3
Meanwhile, in the Khyber
Total:
(6 wkts, 20 Ov)
137
Premier Football League-2021
Fall of Wickets: 6-1, 18-2, 38-3, 92-4, 109-5, 128-6
two matches were played at the
Bowling: Bhuvneshwar Kumar 4-0-25-1, Jason Holder 4-0-27-1,
above mentioned venue wherein
Siddarth Kaul 4-1-24-1, Umran Malik 4-0-21-1, Rashid Khan 4-0- J&K Bank XI beat State Football
39-1.
Academy and Downtown Heroes
Malik then struck in his fifth delivHowever, a poor call by trounced Ali-Jana FC.
ery, removing Bharat as RCB Padikkal ended with Maxwell
In the 1st match, J&K Bank
slipped to 38 for 2.
being runout, while the former too dominated the scene right from the
New-man in Maxwell made was caught at the boundary line as beginning and attacked the goal
his intent clear, clobbering Rashid RCB further slumped to 109 for 4 post to secure the initial goal. It
Khan for a maximum. He repeated in 16.5 overs.
was in the 6th minute of 1st half
the treatment again, sending the
Needing 29 off 18 balls, when Furqan of J&K Bank scored Excelsior Sports Correspondent
Afghan spinner over long-on and Shahbaz Ahmed smashed two first goal, followed by young
then sweeping him for another fours to bring the equation down Turks of the J&K Bank netted two
KARGIL, Oct 6: Chairman
four.
before being dismissed by Holder more goals in 11th minute and and Chief Executive Councillor
But with Malik clocking in the 19th over.(PTI)
(CEC) LAHDC, Kargil Feroz
150km plus consistently, RCB
Ahmad Khan attended the condecided to target the other
cluding ceremony of the 2nd
bowlers.
Senior Men and Women UT level
Handball Championship, organized by Ladakh Handball
Association at Khree Sultan Cho
Sports Stadium, here today.
president of the Association of
Director University of Ladakh
deaf and Aphasic, Kamal Nain
(UoL) Campus Kargil Kaneez
Bhan and Madhu Bhan reached
Fatima, District Youth Services
out to the Department of Tourism
and Sports Officer Leh and Kargil
to have a meeting with IRS
Rigzin Tashi and Muhammad
Vivekanad Rai where he delegatHussain Rehnuma, general secreed the responsibility to his authoJodhamal's Helios team posing for a group photograph with
rised team. The team was flagged a dignitary by holding trophy and meritorious certificates on
Wednesday.

Scoreboard

JAMMU, Oct 6: The
Association of Deaf and Aphasic
Jammu in collaboration with the
Tourism Department of Jammu
organized a recreational trip to the
Patnitop hills for the mental well

44th Stag J&K UT & Inter-District TT C’ships

CEC Khan attends closing
ceremony of Handball C'ship

Recreational trip for deaf adult organised
Excelsior Correspondent

ed Even Handball Club by a margin of 7-1 goals to clinch the title,
while in the men's final United
Kargil won the match by defeating Royal United Leh by 2-1
goals.
CEC Feroz Khan congratulated the winner and runners up and
other teams for participating in the
tournament. He also thanked the
teams from Leh for participating
in the tournament to make it a successful event.
Hailing the sportsmanship
exhibited by the players during the
final match, the CEC said that the
youth of Ladakh have immense
potential in the sports field. He said

Jodhamal's Helios team qualifies
for F1 School World finals
Excelsior Sports Correspondent

Participants of the trip posing for a group photograph along
with dignitaries on Wednesday.
being of deaf adults.
Due to the pandemic- prolonged disconnect and lack of
social interaction had affected the
mental health of deaf adults and
children.
The general secretary and

off on October 4.
The Department of Tourism
had planned full day activities for
the adults and has promised to
organize such events and activities in near future to support the
persons with disabilities.

JAMMU, Oct 6: Jodhamal
Public School's Helios Racing
team qualified for the F1 School
World final which is scheduled to
be held in the United Kingdom in
the year of 2022.
The team has been selected in
the F1 School Challenge Season4, held at Delhi by displaying their
exceptional technical skills and
innovative thinking wherein
about 40 national teams participated.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
UNION TERRITORY OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL GOVT. MEDICAL COLLEGE DODA
Email: principalgmcdoda@gmail.com Phone Fax: 01996-233888
Subject: Engagement of candidates for the posts of Senior Resident / Registrar and Tutor/
Demonstrator in different discipline in Govt. Medical College, Doda.
ADVERTISEMENT NOTICE No: 10 -GMCD of 2021
DATED: 01-10-2021
Applications are invited from Non-PSC doctors, for the posts of Senior Resident /Registrars /
Tutors/ Demonstrators in the following disciplines for a period of one year extendable upto three
years in terms of SO-364 of 2020 dated 27-11-2020. The applications and documents should
reach the office of Principal Govt. Medical College, Doda by email: principalgmcdoda@gmail.com
within fifteen days after the issuance of this notification.
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Department
Orthopaedics
General Surgery
Paediatrics
Dermatology
Radio-diagnosis
Anaesthesiology
Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation
Radio-Therapy
Tuberculosis &
Respiratory Disease

Name of Post
Senior Resident
Senior Resident
Senior Resident
Senior Resident
Senior Resident
Senior Resident
Senior Resident

Total No
3
5
2
2
5
04
02

Tutor/ Registrar
Senior Resident

03
01

Candidates interested in applying for the above said posts at Government Medical College,
Doda can download the application form from www.gmcdoda.in or can obtain the application form
for these posts from Make Shift Campus of Govt. Medical College, Doda during working hours
and can submit the application form in the office of the Principal Govt. Medical College, Doda
within a period of 15 (Fifteen) days from the date of publication of this advertisement notice.
Eligibility criteria:
1. FOR NON PSC (NON IN-SERVICE) CANDIDATES:
Selected Candidates shall be engaged on consolidated pay equal to basic pay of M.O/Asstt.
Surgeon of Health Department as per SRO-93 dated 15-04-2009, plus D.A. plus Rs. 15,000/shall be paid as an extra incentive to all the selected candidates having PG Degree/ Diploma
(FOR GMC DODA ONLY).
2. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILTY FOR ALL CANDIDATES:
a) QUALIFICATION: Minimum MBBS (MD/MS shall be preferred). b) Candidates who were
earlier appointed as Registrars/Demonstrators in GMC Jammu/Srinagar, but have left service
before completing their tenure can also apply.
c) Candidates who have already completed 3 years of Registrar-ship/ Demonstator-ship in
any of above discipline can also apply.
d) The experience gained shall be counted / valid for further promotion / appointment to the
higher post.
3. APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED WITH ATTESTED COPIES OF THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:
a) Attempt certificate of 1st, 2nd, Pre-final and Final MBBS issued by concerned Universities.
b) MBBS, MD/MS Degree and marks sheets of all semesters in concerned subject
(Preference will be given to the candidates possessing Post Graduate Degree/ Diploma).
c) Internship completion certificate. d) Distinction/ National scholarship/ Honours/ Medals/
Academic Merit Certificate.
e) House-job (jr./Sr.) certificate issued by concerned Principal or Equivalent authority.
f) Professional publications in a MCI permitted indexed standard medical journal if any.
g) Date of Birth Certificate as per Matriculation Diploma for non-PSC candidates.
h) Domicile certificate.
The selection of the candidate shall be made on the basis of combined academic merit and
performance in the interview as per the rules / order issued by the state government.
Sd/Prof. (Dr.) Noor Ali
Principal
DIP/J-7634/21
Govt. Medical College,
Dt: 5-10-2021
Doda

Deaf Judo Champions delegation calls on Advisor

Excelsior Sports Correspondent 2021 to 30th Oct 2021.
Suraj Bhan Singh shall be
JAMMU, Oct 6: A delega- escorting the National Judo team
tion of Deaf Judo Champions of 6 members, 3 men and 3
today called on Advisor to women including the selected
Lieutenant Governor, Farooq Judokas hailing from JK UT.
Khan and apprised him of their The team will leave for France
on 26th Oct 2021 and before
issues and concerns.
The delegation, led by S leaving for world championship
Suraj Bhan Singh, Senior Judo a special training camp shall
coach, J&K Sports Council also be held at Delhi.
Advisor Farooq Khan comcomprised
Roshan
Bhan
Principal J&K Samaj Kalyan plimented the specially abled
Kendra School for hearing hand- Judokas for being selected for
icapped,
Shahidi
Chowk, International tourney expressing
Jammu and parents of deaf and hope of their victory in the
event. He assured full cooperadumb Judokas.
Advisor was informed that tion and logistic help to the team
two deaf and dumb Judokas, for this global championship.
Wishing good luck to the
Rakhshinda Mehak and Vishal
A player being awarded with Man of the Match trophy at Khajuria, have been selected for Judokas and coach, Advisor
representing India in the ensuing assured that the players would
Srinagar on Wednesday.
first
World
Deaf
Judo be suitably rewarded for their
43rd minute through Furqan and Downtown Heroes FC again lev- Championship being held at performances in this world
Aakif. In the 2nd half J&K Bank elled the scores in the 70th minute. Versillia, France from 27th Oct championship.
In the dying moments,
team scored four more goals
through Adnan, Faisal, Shahid & Downtown Heroes FC succeeded
Toufeeq and registered an emphat- in scoring one more decisive goal
ic win over their opponents. through Shafqat and registered a
Furqan of J&K Bank scored two win over Ali Jana FC by 4 goals to
goals and declared as man of the 3. Frank of Downtown Heroes FC
was declared as man of the match.
match.
Moreover, in the match
In the 2nd match, Downtown
Heroes FC got better of Ali Jana between Real Cosmos FC and
FC by 4 goals to 3. In the first half, Nishat FC of ‘A’ Division, the forPlayers in action during the Table Tennis matches at Jammu
Ali Jana FC was leading by 2 mer defeated the latter by 2:0 on Wednesday.
goals which were secured by goals, whereas Haroon FC also
Bismark and Faizan, whereas in trounced Al-Hilal FC by 2:0 goals
the 2nd half, Downtown Heroes and the match between Al- Rashid
FC equalized and scored two goals FC and Baghi Hamdan FC
in succession. Ali Jana FC took the remained goalless draw at Gindun
lead again in the 61st minute and Ground Rajbagh.

The team members include
Skasham Sagar, Samridh Sharma,
Samik J Singh, Ashmit Gupta and
Mysha Tabrez, mentored by
Neetu Johri.
The Jodhamal Public School
in collaboration with Times of
Sports has been conducting
STEM programmes for the last
few years. This STEM programme is a multi-disciplinary
challenge in which a team of students aged 9 to 19 deploy CAD /
CAM software to collaborate
design, analyse, manufacture, test
and then race miniature compressed air powered balsa wood
F1 cars.
Based on the formula-1
motorsport, the competition
involves the designing and manufacturing of a miniature working
F1 car model by individual team
from all over the country, which
then race with each other on a 25
meter long track.
After winning four awards
including the Resilience Award,
the Pit Display Award, Fastest
Reaction Time Award and the
Runner up Award at the national
stage, the team is now gearing up
for one of the biggest world finals.
Nandan Kuthiala, trustee and
Dr Deep Khare, Principal of
School appreciated the sheer hard
work put in by the team and their
mentor for achieving this marvellous feat.students aged 9 to 19
deploy CAD / CAM software to
collaborate design, analyse, manufacture, test and then race miniature compressed air powered
balsa wood F1 cars.
Based on the formula-1
motorsport, the competition
involves the designing and manufacturing of a miniature working
F1 car model by individual team
from all over the country, which
then race with each other on a 25
meter long track.
After winning four awards
including the Resilience Award,
the Pit Display Award, Fastest
Reaction Time Award and the
Runner up Award at the national
stage, the team is now gearing up
for one of the biggest world finals.
Nandan Kuthiala, trustee and
Dr Deep Khare, Principal of
School appreciated the sheer hard
work put in by the team and their
mentor for achieving this marvellous feat.

Ritvik to lock horns with Arya
in Sub-junior boys final

Excelsior Sports Correspondent ter of Nitya by 3-1 besides Mishti
beat Niharika by 3-1.
JAMMU, Oct 6: Ritvik Gupta
In men’s first round, Arya
will lock horns with Arya Gupta beat Rakshan by 3-0, Pranav
in the finals of Sub-junior boys Khajuria trounced Junaid Iqbal
category of the ongoing 44th by 3-2, Rajan defeated Mukeet
Stag J&K UT & Inter-District by 3-0, Maanay beat Sarthak by
Table Tennis Championship.
3-0, Jishnu defeated Sourav by 3Improving from his last 1, Qazi got better of Prabhjot by
year’s performance, Arya Gupta 3-0, Jayesh beat Lucky Mehta by
sailed into the Sub-junior boys 3-0, Nitin defeated Veerashwer
final defeating Archit Mahajan of by 3-0, Anuj beat Amit by 3-0,
Udhampur by 3-2, whereas in the Mehboob Elahi trounced Varun
2nd semi-finals Ritvik Gupta Bhardwaj by 3-0 and Akshit
continued his form from the defeated Ridhik by 3-0.
District championships to enter
Prominent persons including
into yet another final by defeat- Satbir Singh, Sanjay Wahi, Rajan
ing Rudraksh by 3-1.
Sharma, I.P Singh, Satish Gupta,
Nitya Arora lifted the cadet Ajay Sharma, Er Saleem Bandey
girls title defeating Tuhina by 3- (Secretary Poonch District TT
0.
Association), Ashok Singh
In cadet boys semi-finals, (Sports
Officer
Jammu
Ritvik beat Pranit by 3-1, Province), Vikas Gupta (Joint
Gurasees trounced Gourav by 3secretary Judo Federation of
0, whereas in cadet girls finals,
India), Gurvinder Singh Sasan,
Nitya beat Tuheen by 3-0, in
Vasu Dewan, Sandeep Khadotra,
Hops boys finals, Pranit defeated
Narinder
Singh,
Sheetal
Prajwa by 3-2 and in Sub-junior
girls semi finals, Ragini got bet- Gandotra & Sanjeev Gupta were
present during the event.

Chief of Army Staff releases
Sarhad's Kargil marathon song

CEC Feroz Ahmad Khan presenting trophy to the winning
team at Kargil.
-Excelsior/Basharat Ladakhi Excelsior Sports Correspondent and Army. Indian Army supports
the Kargil marathon which is
KARGIL, Oct 6: Chief of being organized by Sarhad in
tary Ladakh Handball Association that in order to further upgrade the
Muhammad Ali besides other sporting skills of the players, Army Staff, General MM association with Kargil Police
today
released and
Kargil
District
concerned officers were present LAHDC Kargil is fully committed Naravane
to provide them with modern Sarhad's Kargil marathon song Administration," he added.
on the occasion.
A total of 18 teams participat- sports related facilities.
on Sarhad Music YouTube chanLeh Police Chief Satish
The chief guest along with nel in a virtual function.
ed in the tournament including 12
Kandhare said that this
men and 6 women teams. In the other dignitaries distributed prizes
The Kargil marathon is being marathon is a major step
final match of women's category, among the winner and runners up organised by Pune-Sarhad and towards national unity through
Handball Club Senior Leh defeat- teams and other participants.
Ladakh Police here on October sports at a place like Kargil
31.
(Leh), a high altitude and diffiA theme song has been pre- cult place.
pared by Sarhad Music which
Sarhad's founder president,
as the best player in the women's
LAUSANNE, Oct 6:
upholds
national
unity
and
the
Sanjay
Nahar expressed his satsection. Veteran P R Sreejesh
India swept the International and Savita Punia won the best spirit of the sports, sung by a isfaction over the Army Chief,
Hockey Federation's annual goalkeeper awards in the men's noted singer Padmashri Shankar Leh Police and Administration
awards today, claiming all the and women's section, while Mahadevan and penned down Chief being Maharashtrians and
top honours based on a voting young striker Sharmila Devi by Dr Prabhakiran Jain and set thanked them all for the support
they offered for the Kargil
system which was lambasted as a (women) and Vivek Sagar to music by Mazhar Siddiqui.
On this occasion, the Army marathon.
"failure" by men's Olympic Prasad (men) were adjudged
Chief General Naravane said
On this occasion, Padmashri
champions Belgium, prompting best rising stars.
The drag-click duo of that Sanjay Nahar through Shankar Mahadevan, Firoz
the FIH to say that it would try to
figure why some associations did Harmanpreet and Gurjit were Sarhad has been striving for Ahmed Khan, IPS Satish
the top-scorers in their respec- national unity, peace and devel- Khandare, IPS Krishna Prakash,
not cast their ballot.
Five Indian players and the tive team's stellar run at the opment for the last 30 years in IAS Santosh Sukhdeve, IPS
head coaches of both the men's Games.
terror-stricken bordering regions Anayat Ali Choudary, Sanjeev
Men's team coach Graham of the country. He is also provid- Shah, Sanjay Nahar, Shailesh
and women's teams in Tokyo
claimed the top honours across Reid and women's coach Sjoerd ing free education to the needy Wadekar, and other dignitaries
different categories after fetch- Marijne were also voted the poor students who are the vic- were present.
ing the maximum votes. The best. While Reid is still with the tims of terrorism and is bringing
Swapnil Joshi and Himakshi
men's hockey team had won a team, Marijne's tenure ended them in the mainstream of Jain compered the launching
bronze, its first in 41 years, in after the Tokyo Games.(PTI)
programme, while the vote of
progress.
the Tokyo Olympics, while the
thanks was presented by organ"Sarhad
has
played
a
major
Sawna
Sharma,
D/o
Harbans
women's side had finished an
unprecedented fourth in the Lal Sharma and Pushaplata role in taking ahead the objec- izer of the marathon, Sanjeev
Sharma, W/o Abhishek Baru R/o tives of the Central Government Shah.
showpiece.
T r i k u t a
Harmanpreet Singh won the
N a g a r ,
men's 'Player of the Year' award
Jammu has
and Gurjit Kaur was recognised
been declared Excelsior Sports Correspondent Rahul Kumar of Zone Satwari
Dr. Sham Singh, S/o Jameet
qualified for
bagged 1st position, whereas Shiv
Singh and Kanta Devi, R/o V.P.O
the award of
JAMMU,
Oct
6:
Department
Narayan of Zone Akhnoor, Vansh
Kharote,
degree
of of Youth Services and Sports Sharma of Zone Khour, Mohd
Kathua, who
Doctor
of organised Inter-Zonal District Aslam of Zone Bhalwal and
has
been
P h i l o s o p h y Level Wrestling and Cricket Rahul Singh of Zone Satwari
declared quali- (Ph.D) in Economics by the
fied for award University of Jammu. She competitions in All Age Groups stood 1st in weight categories
of the degree worked on the topic, "Nature (AAG) of boys at Indoor Hall including 48kg, 51kg, 55kg & 60
Gulshan Ground and Khel Gaon kg respectively and in weight catof Doctorate of
and Extent of Child Labour: A Nagrota respectively, here today. egories 65 kg, 71kg, 80 kg, 92 kg,
Philosophy in
Study of Selected Districts of
About 80 boys participated in Ansar Khan of Zone Bhalwal,
Hindi
by
University of Jammu and Kashmir" under the the Wrestling competitions. The Varun Salgotra of Zone Arnia,
of
Professor competitions were organised Rohit Salotra of Zone Akhnoor
Jammu. He worked on the topic, supervision
under the chairmanship of and Lovejit Kaith of Zone Marh
"Suryabala Ke Sahitya Mein Rajender Gupta
Gazanfar Ali (JKAS), Director bagged 1st positions respectively.
Samajik Yatharth" under the
supervisionof Dr. Ashok Kumar Rajinder Singh, S/o Rattno Devi Youth Services & Sports J&K.
and Punnu Ram, R/o Bakhta,
In Cricket Under-19, Bishnah Dr Sandeepa Kotwal, D/o Deba
Gupta.
Forelain Tehsil and District zone trounced Marh zone by 1 Devi and Inder Kotwal, W/o
Kathua, has run, whereas Akhnoor beat Khour
Manjeet Singh
JAMMU AND KASHMIR CRICKET ASSOCIATION
been declared by 22 runs.
Charak, R/o
(Affiliated to Board of Control for Cricket in India)
qualified for
V i l l a g e
Email: jkcags_srinagar@yahoo.com
In Wrestling Under 14 (35
Jammu Office: Pavillion Building, Hostel Ground, GGM Science College, Jammu 180016
the award of kg), Shivam Kumar of Zone
Chounry,
Telephone: 0191-24015572, Email: jkcricketjw@gmail.com
degree
of Satwari stood first, while Dheeraj
Srinagar Office: Sher-i-Kashmir Cricket Stadium, Sonwar, Srinagar-Kashmir, 190001
Tehsil Gandoh
Telephone: 0194-2501272 Email: jkcricketsw@gmail.com
Doctor
of Kumar of Zone Satwari, Sunil
Bhalessa,
Philosophy ( Singh of Zone RS Pura, Arshad of
ADVERTISEMENT
Doda,
has
Ph.D ) in Zone Miran Sahib & Manthan
been declared
1) Jammu & Kashmir Cricket Association requires the services of Physicians (Two) to
accompany the Men’s & Women’s Senior Teams to Vadodara & Kolkata respectiveEnglish by the Padiar of Bhalwal remained 1st in
qualified for
ly as per following details:University of Jammu. He worked weight categories including 38 the award of degree of Doctor
(a) Women’s Team - 20th October to 06th November, 2021.
on the topic, "Representation of kg, 41 kg, 44 kg & 48 kg respec- of Philosophy (Ph.D) in
(b) Men’s Team - 27th October to 09th November, 2021.
the Indian Middle Class in the tively and Mohit Kumar of Zone National Security Studies by
Note: The duration may be extended by 10-15 days if the teams qualify for knockouts.
2. The desirous candidates may apply to JKCA at jkcags_srinagar@yahoo.com. A
Writings of Pinki Virani, Aravind RS Pura, Deepak Singh of Zone Central University of Jammu.
copy of the degree held shall also be attached. The last dat for applyig is 10th
Adiga and Chetan Bhagat," RS Pura and Hamid Mohammed She worked on the topic,
October, 2021.
under the supervision of Dr of Zone Bishnah clinched 1st "Honour Killing as a Human
Sd/Brig. Anil Gupta (Retd.)
Ravinder Singh Senior Assistant positions in 52 kg, 57 kg & 62 kg Security Concern: A Case
Member-Administration
Professor,
Department
of respectively.
Study of Pakistan," under the
Ref. No.: JKCA/MSC/M-A/JMU/21-22/439
English, University of Jammu.
Dated: 06-10-2021
In under-17 years (45 kg), supervision of Dr Neeta Rani.

Hockey: India sweeps FIH annual awards

IZDL Wrestling, Cricket competitions held

